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Abstract. Recently there has been a lot of work on determining the Fitting ideals of arith-
metic modules over groups rings, first and foremost of class groups and their Pontryagin
duals. In particular, it has turned out that these Fitting ideals are usually non-principal and
may be described, up to principal ideals, in terms of group-theoretical information only. The
involved principal ideal factors are essentially given by values of equivariant L-functions.
The present paper is not concerned with these L-functions but rather focuses on a system-
atic understanding of the Fitting ideals up to principal factors. To this end, we develop a
certain notion of “equivalence of modules” over suitable commutative rings R. We establish
that understanding the equivalence of R-modules is closely related to the classification of
R-lattices. We also offer a construction of a category, inspired by derived categories, which
embodies our new notion of “equivalence”.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation from number theory

The structure of the class group ClK of a number field K is of great interest in
number theory. Let us focus on the case where K is a CM-field, which is by
definition a totally imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real field K+. Let hK
and hK+ denote the class numbers of K and K+, respectively. Then the analytic
class number formula implies that the “minus class number” hK /hK+ is described
by a certain L-value. This is a highly nontrivial statement, but it concerns only the
orders of the class groups.

For a considerable time already, there has been a great interest in the “equivariant
situation”, where the CM-field K is a Galois extension of a smaller totally real field
k.We call theGalois groupG, and for the purposes of this paperwe restrict attention
to the case that G is abelian. We again restrict ourselves to the so-called “minus
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parts”. The group G contains a unique involution j that corresponds to complex
conjugation under all embeddings K ↪→ C. The exponent “minus” applied toZ[G]
andmodules over this group ringmeans inverting 2 (more accurately, tensoringwith
Z[1/2] over Z) and then taking the (−1)-eigenspace under j (more simply put, the
kernel of 1+ j). Then, for example, the order of Cl−K is hK /hK+ up to a 2-power.

We aim at describing the class group Cl−K as a Z[G]−-module, again in terms
of analytic L-values. It seems out of range to determine the isomorphism class of
the Z[G]−-module Cl−K , or of any module closely related to Cl−K . The best results,
so far, are apparently those that determine the Fitting ideal of the module.

Afirst step in this directionwas taken in the paper [6] of the first author. There the
Fitting ideal of the (Pontryagin) dual Cl∨,−

K , instead of Cl−K itself, was determined.
This result was conditional in the sense that a condition on the roots of unity in
K was needed and moreover the validity of a certain instance of ETNC was used.
The condition on the roots of unity was removed by Kurihara [10]. Concomitantly,
the module Cl−K had to be replaced by its T -smoothed variant ClT,−

K . Let us stress

however that the results in [10] still concern the dualized module ClT,∨,−
K and

assume ETNC. Finally, Dasgupta and Kakde [4] proved the same formula on the
Fitting ideal of ClT,∨,−

K without assuming ETNC.
In a very recent paper [1], Atsuta and the second author determine the Fitting

ideal of non-dualized T -smoothed class group ClT,−
K , still assuming the relevant

instance of ETNC to hold. To coin a phrase, let us say “plain” for “non-dualized”
in the sequel. As a kind of corollary of this result, we obtain

Fitt
(
ClT,−

K

)
⊂ Fitt

(
ClT,∨,−

K

)
, (1.1)

that is, the Fitting ideal of the plain class group ClT,−
K is always contained in the

Fitting ideal of the dualized class group ClT,∨,−
K . Note that this observation is valid

without assuming ETNC. We will review some details of the work [1] in Sect. 3.1.

1.2. A new notion of equivalence

The present paper arose from a simple question: Is there a proof of the inclusion
phenomenon (1.1) which is more conceptual than the one given in [1]? Studying
this question led us to a new notion of “equivalence” of modules. As we will dis-
cuss in Sect. 3, this notion actually leads to a more conceptual understanding of the
inclusion phenomenon (1.1). More importantly, with hindsight it appears that the
paper [1] and presumably many earlier papers actually do more than determining
Fitting ideals of plain and dualized class groups; when considered from the view-
point of the present paper, these papers also determine these plain and dualized
class groups up to our new equivalence relation.

Before explaining our new notion of equivalence more closely, we quickly
review the shape of known formulas for the Fitting ideals of arithmetic modules.
In the previous work [4,6,10], etc., it is observed that the Fitting ideals of class
groups can be described as a product

θJ ,
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where J is the so-called algebraic factor and θ is the analytic factor. Roughly
speaking, this implies that the computation of the Fitting ideals of class groups
splits up into determining the analytic factor θ , and the algebraic factor J , as
two separate tasks. This kind of observation is also valid for general arithmetic
modules other than class groups. Inspired by this, the second author [9] proposed
the technique of shifted Fitting invariants.

Note that θ arises from G-cohomologically trivial (G-c.t.) modules and that
(as a consequence) θ is an invertible fractional ideal. It is widely believed that in
general the ideal θ should be generated by an appropriate analytic element defined
in terms of L-values (we refer to the papers mentioned above for the exact shape
of θ in the case of class groups). On the other hand, the ideal J is usually not
principal, and often pretty involved to describe; it will frequently not be the same
for the plain case as for the dualized case. What makes J attractive is that it only
depends on group-theoretical and ramification data and not on the particular field
extension K/k.

In a nutshell, our new notion of equivalence of modules arises from system-
atically ignoring G-c.t. modules. Therefore, the above discussion on the Fitting
ideals implies that the equivalence is intended to give a better and more systematic
understanding of the algebraic factorJ , which eliminates the analytic factor θ . The
latter is of course necessary to obtain complete results, but it appears that it was
well understood much earlier than the algebraic factor. While it seems unlikely that
one can determine θ totally independently from the analysis that allows to find J ,
the converse (finding J without worrying about θ ) is possible to a certain degree,
and in any case this product representation of the Fitting ideal makes the picture
clearer.

1.3. Contents of this paper

Let us explain the contents this paper in detail. Let R be a Gorenstein ring of Krull
dimension 1; the ring Z[G]− is of course a first example. (In the main body of this
paper we in fact remove the assumption on the Krull dimension, but this makes
the argument more involved.) Let C be the category of finitely generated torsion
R-modules.

In Sect. 2, we will introduce the equivalence relation ∼ on the objects of C and
prove some basic properties. It is perhaps interesting to note already here that the
proof of transitivity is unexpectedly tricky.

In Sect. 3 we explain the interplay of our new equivalence, the shifted Fitting
invariants of the second author [9], and dualization. Specifically, we attempt to give
a convincing algebraic explanation of the fact (1.1).

In Sect. 4 we characterize the equivalence ∼ in terms of syzygies. Concretely,
Theorem 4.2 shows that taking the syzygies induces an injective map

� : C/∼ ↪→ Latpe,

where Latpe is the set of certain equivalence classes of lattices. Here, by a lattice we
simply mean a (finitely generated) R-module without torsion. (When dim(R) ≥ 2,
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the definition of lattices over R is somewhatmore restrictive.)Note that this theorem
gives an alternative proof of the transitivity of ∼. Moreover, this theorem leads to
a partial calculation, see Proposition 5.3, of the set of equivalence classes C/∼. In
case R is a group ring Zp[G] and G is cyclic of order p or p2, the monoid C/∼
can be determined completely resp. approximately, as shown by calculations in the
sequel of Sect. 5. For larger groups G it seems to be a “wild” problem in general.
Note that the set C/∼ is naturally equipped with a commutative monoid structure
(the composition law is induced by taking direct sums), and the results of these
sections respect the monoid structure.

In Sect. 6, we retain the assumption that R = Zp[G] with G a finite abelian
p-group and consider two other equivalence relations on C which are more acces-
sible than our new equivalence ∼. One is the Fitting equivalence: two modules are
said to be Fitting equivalent if their Fitting ideals coincide up to an invertible frac-
tional ideal. The other is cohomological equivalence: two modules are said to be
cohomologically equivalent if their Tate cohomology groups are all isomorphic to
each other. It is straightforward to see that the equivalence ∼ is finer than the other
two equivalence relations. The principal question in Sect. 6 is: to which degree can
the equivalence ∼ be characterized by the Fitting equivalence and the cohomolog-
ical equivalence? We get some partial results, but no complete characterization in
general.

Finally, in Sect. 7, we show that our notion of equivalence gives not only an
equivalence relation ∼ on C but even a new categoryD; one of the main features of
that new category is that two modules become isomorphic in D if and only if they
are equivalent. The construction of the category D borrows many ideas from the
construction of derived categories, even though there are no complexes involved.
While we do not really use this category (after all, it is only introduced at the
end), its existence is perhaps a further justification of our claim that our concept of
“equivalence” is in some way reasonable.

Our approach will be rather algebraic and occasionally a bit abstract. In par-
ticular we do most of our constructions for commutative Gorenstein rings of any
finite Krull dimension, while our motivating examples (group rings over Z and the
like) all have dimension 1. However we do not try to attain maximum generality
when fixing the hypotheses on our rings, so as not to impair readability.

All rings in this paperwill be assumed to be commutative andnoetherianwithout
further mention, and all occurring modules will be tacitly assumed to be finitely
generated.

2. A general notion of equivalence for modules

Let R be a Gorenstein ring whose Krull dimension dim(R) is finite. The Gorenstein
property implies that for any (not necessarily finitely generated) R-module M , we
have ExtiR(M, R) = 0 for i > dim(R).

Recall that all modules are tacitly assumed to be finitely generated. A torsion
R-module is by definition a module M such that each element of M is annihilated
by some non-zero-divisor; equivalently f M = 0 for some non-zero-divisor f ∈ R.
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We write C for the category of (finitely generated) torsion R-modules M satis-
fying ExtiR(M, R) = 0 for any i �= 1 (note that being torsion implies the vanishing
for i = 0). Throughout this paper, we mainly study modules in C.

We also write P for the category of torsion R-modules P satisfying pdR(P) ≤
1, where pdR denotes the projective dimension over R. In general, pdR(P) ≤ 1 is
equivalent to say that P can be written as the quotient of a projective R-module
by a projective R-submodule of the same rank. If such a module is not zero, its
projective dimension is exactly 1. Obviously, P is a subcategory of C.

A key property of C is that it is equipped with a duality given by

M∨ = Ext1R(M, R)

(see e.g., [9, Proposition 3.11]). Concretely, for each M ∈ C we have M∨ ∈ C and
moreover (M∨)∨ 
 M . We also have P∨ ∈ P for each P ∈ P .

In the following example, a Pontryagin dual will show up. So let us clarify
one thing here: If an R-module M is given, then R acts on HomZ(M,Q/Z) by
(r f )(x) = f (r x) for all f ∈ HomZ(M,Q/Z) and r ∈ R. This is the so-called
cogredient action. The contragredient action would only make sense if R is a (non-
commutative) group ring.

Example 2.1. Themost fundamental example is the following situation. The readers
may restrict themselves to this situation throughout the paper, which reduces the
mental burden quite a bit. Let G be a finite abelian group. Then the group ring
R = Z[G] or R = Zp[G] (for any prime number p) is Gorenstein of Krull
dimension one. This also holds for R = Z[G]− or R = Zp[G]−, where the minus
part of the ring is formed by inverting 2 and taking the −1-eigenspace under the
action of a fixed element j ∈ G whose order is 2. In these cases, the torsionmodules
are exactly the finite modules, and therefore C consists of all finite modules. To see
this, note that ExtiR(M, R) = 0 for all i > 1 = dim(R) and all R-modules M . An
R-module is in P if and only if it is cohomologically trivial as a G-module. One
can verify that M∨ coincides with the usual Pontryagin dual for each M ∈ C, see
[9, Example 3.7] (note that in [9] we use ∗ instead of ∨).

Example 2.2. There is another interesting example, which we will only give a pass-
ing mention at this moment. Consider the caseG = Zp×G0 whereG0 is any finite
abelian group, and the completed group algebra R = Zp[[G]]. Then the category C
consists of all finitely generated R-modules without any nonzero finite submodules.
This fact is explained in [9, Example 3.7].

Now we introduce the notion of equivalence.

Definition 2.3. (a) A sandwich is a module M in C with a three-step filtration by
submodules 0 ⊂ M ′ ⊂ M ′′ ⊂ M satisfying the following conditions:

• the top quotient M/M ′′ and the bottom quotient M ′/0 = M ′ are both in P .
• The middle filtration quotient M ′′/M ′ is in C.
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The middle filtration quotient M ′′/M ′ is called the filling of the sandwich.
(b) Two modules X and Y in C are equivalent (X ∼ Y ), if X is the filling of

some sandwich M , Y is the filling of some other sandwich N , and M and N are
isomorphic as R-modules. The isomorphism between M and N is not assumed to
relate to the filtrations in any way.

The relation just introduced is obviously reflexive and symmetric. The transi-
tivity does hold as well, as will be shown in Proposition 2.6. In Sect. 4, we will
give a result (Theorem 4.2) which characterizes “equivalence” completely in dif-
ferent module-theoretic terms. It will give an alternative proof of the transitivity.
Moreover we will give a categorical characterization of the equivalence notion in
Theorem 7.11.

Remark 2.4. (1) If X and Y in C are equivalent, then the duals X∨ and Y∨ are again
equivalent.

(2) A module is equivalent to the zero module if and only if it is in P .
(3) If two modules are equivalent, then their Fitting ideals are the same up to a

principal fractional ideal. This fact will be crucial in Sect. 3, and will be further
studied in Sect. 6.2.

We record a result that characterizes equivalent modules. This result will be
used as an intermediate step in the direct proof of transitivity.

Proposition 2.5. For modules X and Y in C, the following are equivalent:

(i) We have the equivalence X ∼ Y .
(ii) There exist a module Z in C and surjective homomorphisms f : Z → X and

g : Z → Y such that both Ker( f ) and Ker(g) are in P .
(iii) There exist a module W in C and injective homomorphisms φ : X → W and

ψ : Y → W such that both Cok(φ) and Cok(ψ) are in P .

Proof. The direction (ii) ⇒ (i) is easy: Z can be seen as a sandwich with filling X
and trivial top, and similarly, with filling Y and trivial top. The direction (iii) ⇒ (i)
is shown in a similar easy way.

Let us show the direction (i) ⇒ (ii). Suppose X ∼ Y . Take a sandwich M with
filling X , and another sandwich N with filling Y , such thatM and N are isomorphic.
The idea is to modify both sandwiches, preserving their fillings, so that their tops
first acquire a special form and then disappear in a second step. This will suffice.
Choose a non-zero-divisor f ∈ R that annihilates M (and N ). All modules that we
are going to construct will also be visibly annihilated by f .

Let P be a (sufficiently large) free R/ f R-module and take an epimorphism
π : P → M/M ′′. We define a module M̃ via a pullback diagram:

0 M ′′ M̃ P

π

0

0 M ′′ M M/M ′′ 0.
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Since M ′′ can be regarded as a submodule of M̃ , we may equip M̃ with a sandwich
structure via M ′ ⊂ M ′′. Thus we obtained a sandwich M̃ with bottom M ′, filling
X , and top P 
 M̃/M ′′ is a free module over R/ f R.

We also put Ñ = M̃ and equip it with another sandwich structure, simply taking
preimages of the filtration of N under M̃ � M 
 N . So through the replacement
from N to Ñ , the bottom changes (the new bottom is an extension of N ′ by ker(π)),
and the filling and the top stay the same.

We resume: we changed our situation so that the first sandwich has a top which
is a free R/ f R-module, and the top of the second sandwich is unchanged; so
are the fillings. By doing this again with reversed roles, we can achieve that both
sandwiches M and N have tops which are free R/ f R-modules.

Second step: Since all modules within sight are annihilated by f , and both
M/M ′′ and N/N ′′ are free over R/ f R, the epimorphisms M → M/M ′′ and
N → N/N ′′ are both split (non-canonically). Hence we have

M ′′ ⊕ (M/M ′′) 
 M 
 N 
 N ′′ ⊕ (N/N ′′)

as R/ f R-modules. Let us equip a “topless” sandwich structure on M ′′ ⊕ (M/M ′′)
such that the bottom isM ′⊕(M/M ′′). Then thefillingof this sandwich is isomorphic
to M ′′/M ′ 
 X . In a similar way, we can equip a sandwich structure on N ′′ ⊕
(N/N ′′) that is topless and the filling is isomorphic to Y . Thus we obtain (ii).

It is possible to prove the direction (i) ⇒ (iii) in a similar way, by dualizing all
concepts. Here we give an alternative proof via the direction (i) ⇒ (ii), as follows.
If (i) holds, then we have X∨ ∼ Y∨, so by applying (i) ⇒ (ii) we find a module
Z and surjective homomorphisms f : Z → X∨ and g : Z → Y∨ such that both
Ker( f ) and Ker(g) are in P . By putting W = Z∨ and φ,ψ as the duals of f, g
respectively, we obtain (iii). ��

Using this proposition, we show the transitivity of ∼ as announced:

Proposition 2.6. The relation ∼ on C is transitive, so it is an equivalence relation.

Proof. Let us call a morphism in C a good epimorphism if it is surjective and the
kernel is inP . Suppose that X ∼ Y and Y ∼ Z . By Proposition 2.5 (i)⇒ (ii), there
are modules X ′, Y ′ in C and good epimorphisms X ′ → X , X ′ → Y , Y ′ → Y , and
Y ′ → Z . Let X ′′ be the pull-back of X ′ → Y and Y ′ → Y , so we have a diagram

X ′′ Y ′ Z

X ′ Y

X.

Since X ′ → Y and Y ′ → Y are good epimorphisms, by basic properties of the
pull-back, the maps X ′′ → X ′ and X ′′ → Y ′ are also good epimorphisms. It is easy
to see that the compositemap of good epimorphisms are again a good epimorphism.
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Therefore, the composite maps X ′′ → X ′ → X and X ′′ → Y ′ → Z are also good
epimorphisms. By Proposition 2.5 (ii) ⇒ (i), this completes the proof. ��

Now that we have shown that ∼ is an equivalence relation, we can consider the
set of equivalence classes C/∼ . This set is in fact equipped with a natural (commu-
tative) monoid structure defined by taking direct sums. The well-definedness of the
operation is easy to check; given X ∼ Y and X ′ ∼ Y ′, we have X ⊕ X ′ ∼ Y ⊕ Y ′
(simply take the direct sums of sandwiches, respecting the filtrations).

Wemay say that themain purpose of the rest of this paper is to study themonoid
C/∼ . It has the following easy property.

Lemma 2.7. The group (C/∼ )× of invertible elements of C/∼ is trivial.

Proof. Let X be a module in C such that there is a companion Y ∈ C such that
X ⊕Y ∼ 0. Then X ⊕Y is inP . Since being inP is determined by the Ext functors
(see Lemma 7.1 below), and since the Ext functors respect finite direct sums, X
must be in P , too. This shows X ∼ 0. ��

3. A digression: Fitting ideals and dualization

In this section, we discuss how to recover the inclusion relation (1.1) about the
Fitting ideals of plain and dualized class groups, using our notion of equivalence.
InSect. 3.1,we review the original proof of (1.1) given in [1]. Then, after introducing
a novel notion of shifts of modules in Sect. 3.2, we give an alternative proof of (1.1)
in Sect. 3.3.

3.1. Review of the work [1]

Recall the notation in Sect. 1.1: k is a totally real field, K is a CM-field which is
an abelian extension of k, and G is the Galois group of K/k. We shall work over
the ring R = Z[G]− and write C = ClT,−

K .
Let A = (

⊕
v Av)

−, where v runs over the places of k that ramify in K , and
Av is a very explicit module that only depends on straightforward data attached to
K/k. Concretely, we define Av = Z[G/Iv]/(gv) with gv = 1− ϕ−1

v + #Iv , where
Iv denotes the inertia subgroup and ϕv the arithmetic Frobenius. Then using class
field theory, in [1] we construct a short exact sequence 0 → C → P → A → 0 of
finite R-modules, with P a G-c.t. R-module.

A key fact, proved by the second author [9], states that

Fitt(C) = θFitt[1](A), Fitt(C∨) = θFitt[−1](A∨),

where Fitt[1](−) and Fitt[−1](−) denote the shifts of Fitting ideals introduced in
[9] (see Sect. 3.2 below) and θ = Fitt(P) is an ideal that is invertible as a fractional
ideal. The assumed ETNC tells us that θ is generated by a kind of Stickelberger
element.

Then a major step in [1] consists in calculating Fitt[1](A) and Fitt[−1](A∨),
which are accessible because A is a very explicit module. The computation is sys-
tematic but somewhat involved. In particular, as a conclusion, we find Fitt[1](A) ⊂
Fitt[−1](A∨). This implies Fitt(C) ⊂ Fitt(C∨), i.e., (1.1).
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3.2. Shift maps on C/∼

As in the previous section, let R be a Gorenstein ring of finite Krull dimension. We
retain the symbols C and P .

We now reinterpret the relation ∼, using the axiomatic notion of quasi-Fitting
invariants introduced in [9, Definition 3.16]. For convenience we recall the defini-
tion here.

Definition 3.1. A quasi-Fitting invariant is a map F : C → 	, where 	 is a
commutative monoid, satisfying the following.

(a) For P ∈ P , we have F(P) ∈ 	×.
(b) For any exact sequence

0 → X ′ → X → P → 0

in C with P ∈ P , we have

F(X) = F(P)F(X ′).

(c) For any exact sequence

0 → P → X → X ′ → 0

in C with P ∈ P , we have

F(X) = F(P)F(X ′).

Actually, we may omit one of the conditions (b) and (c) by [9, Proposition 3.17].

A first example of a quasi-Fitting invariant is the map FittR that sends a module
X to its Fitting ideal FittR(X), where the target monoid is the monoid of fractional
ideals. Among the three properties (a) (b) (c), probably (c) is least well known for
Fitting ideals. An argument may be found in [9, Proposition 3.17]. The main idea
is to replace the given sequence by another one 0 → P̃ → X̃ → X̃ ′ → 0 which is
split and such that still P̃ ∈ P . Controlling the relations of the modules with tilde to
their counterparts without, one is able to prove multiplicativity of the Fitting ideal
also in this situation.

Proposition 3.2. The tautological map

F̃ : C → C/∼

is a quasi-Fitting invariant.

Proof. Wehave F̃(X) = 0 (i.e. X ∼ 0) if (and only if) X ∈ P , so the first condition
(a) holds. If we are given a sequence involving P , X ′, and X as in either (b) or
(c) of Definition 3.1, then X ′ can be regarded as the filling of a sandwich X with
a suitable filtration, so we have X ′ ∼ X , which says F̃(X) = F̃(X ′). This shows
the conditions (b) and (c). ��
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The following alternative interpretation of the equivalence ∼ does not prove
that ∼ is an equivalence relation, because the proof assumes this fact.

Proposition 3.3. For modules X and Y in C, the following are equivalent.

(i) We have X ∼ Y .
(ii) For any quasi-Fitting invariant F : C → 	, we have F(X) ≡ F(Y ) modulo

	×.

In particular, for any quasi-Fitting invariant F : C → 	, we have a unique map
F : C/∼ → 	/	× such that the diagram

C F

F̃

	

C/∼ F
	/	×,

where the right vertical arrow is the projection map, is commutative.

Proof. First we show (i) ⇒ (ii). Let M and N be sandwiches with M 
 N and
M ′′/M ′ 
 X, N ′′/N ′ 
 Y . Then, by the axioms of a quasi-Fitting invariant, we
have F(M ′),F(M/M ′′) ∈ 	× and

F(M) = F(M ′)F(M/M ′′)F(X).

We also have corresponding properties for Y and N , and F(M) = F(N ). These
show (ii).

In order to show (ii) ⇒ (i), by Proposition 3.2 we can take F = F̃ . By the
assumption (ii) and Lemma 2.7, we have F̃(X) = F̃(Y ), which simply means
X ∼ Y . This completes the proof. ��

By Proposition 3.2, we can apply the theory of shifts of quasi-Fitting invariants
introduced in [9, Theorem 3.19]. As a result, for any integer n ∈ Z, we obtain a
quasi-Fitting invariant

F̃ [n] : C → C/∼ .

Contrary to loc.cit., we will use the superscript [n] with angular brackets for all
shifts, including the cases where n is negative. Then, by Proposition 3.3, this quasi-
Fitting invariant F̃ [n] induces a unique map

[n] : C/∼ → C/∼ .

By expanding the definition of the shifts, we are led to the following definition.

Definition 3.4. For each module X ∈ C and integer n ∈ Z, we define a module
X [n] ∈ C, which is actually well-defined only up to ∼, as follows.
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• If n ≥ 0, we take an exact sequence

0 → Y → P1 → · · · → Pn → X → 0

in C with P1, . . . , Pn ∈ P and define X [n] = Y .
• If n ≤ 0, we take an exact sequence

0 → X → P−n → · · · → P1 → Y → 0

in C with P1, . . . , P−n ∈ P and define X [n] = Y .

Then, by the discussion above, which relies on [9, Theorem 3.19], we obtain a
well-defined “shift” map

[n] : C/∼ → C/∼

that sends the class of X to the class of X [n]. It is easy to see that [0] is the identity
map, [n] is an automorphism of monoids, and [m] ◦ [n] = [m + n] holds for all
integers m, n.

Remark 3.5. Let us observe that the shifts [n] on C/∼ control the theory of shifts, as
long aswe ignore	×. LetF : C → 	be anyquasi-Fitting invariant.ByProposition
2.3, we have the induced map F : C/∼ → 	/	×. On the other hand, we have the
shift F [n] : C → 	 by [9, Theorem 3.19], which induces F [n] : C/∼ → 	/	×.
Then by the definitions of the shifts, it is straightforward to show that the following
is commutative.

C/∼

[n] F [n]

C/∼ F
	/	×

In other words, for each X ∈ C, we have F [n](X) ≡ F(X [n]) (mod 	×) (recall
that X [n] is defined up to ∼, so F(X [n]) is defined up to 	×).

3.3. Recovering the inclusion relation

We introduce some ad hoc terminology. Let us recall that the actions on duals are
the cogredient ones, as introduced earlier.

Definition 3.6. A module X ∈ C is called FDS if FittR(X∨) ⊂ FittR(X),
and FDL if FittR(X∨) ⊃ FittR(X). These acronyms stand for “Fitting of Dual
Smaller/Larger”. Of course, a given X might be neither FDS or FDL a priori, and
it is easy to produce examples of such modules.

Lemma 3.7. The properties FDS/FDL are stable under the equivalence ∼.
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Proof. Let M be a sandwich and 0 ⊂ M ′ ⊂ M ′′ ⊂ M be its filtration. Let
X = M ′′/M ′ be the filling of M . Then the fact that FittR is a quasi-Fitting invariant
shows

FittR(M) = FittR(M ′)FittR(M/M ′′)FittR(X).

Moreover, by dualizing the filtration, we also have

FittR(M∨) = FittR((M ′)∨)FittR((M/M ′′)∨)FittR(X∨).

Since we have FittR(P∨) = FittR(P) for P ∈ P (see [9, Lemma 4.6]), these
formulas imply that X is FDS/FDL if and only if M is FDS/FDL. By the definition
of the equivalence, we obtain the lemma. ��

It appears natural and even somewhat useful to consider analogues for more
general shifts. For any integer n, let us say that a module X ∈ C is n-FDS (resp. n-
FDL) if X [n] is FDS (resp. FDL). This is well-defined as X [n] is defined up to
∼ and being FDS/FDL is stable under ∼ by Lemma 3.7. For instance, 0-FDS
(resp. 0-FDL) is equivalent to FDS (resp. FDL).

Remark 3.8. Wehave a reformulation of FDS that avoids duals. It may be surprising
at first glance that this is possible. For this, we use the shifted Fitting ideals Fitt[n]

R ,

for any integer n, that were introduced by the second author [9]. Recall that Fitt[0]R =
FittR . Then a module X is FDS if and only if

Fitt[−2]
R (X) ⊂ Fitt[0]R (X).

This is because, by [9, Proposition 4.7], we have FittR(X∨) = Fitt[−2]
R (X). More

generally, we can see that X is n-FDS if and only if

Fitt[n−2]
R (X) ⊂ Fitt[n]

R (X)

holds.

The simplest examples for FDS-modules are afforded by cyclic modules. The
following proposition is very straightforward, but it is a kind of nucleus fromwhich
most of our considerations concerning class groups and their duals have grown.

Proposition 3.9. Every cyclic module in C is both FDS and 1-FDL. This statement
also holds for direct sums of cyclic modules.

Proof. Let X = R/I be cyclic. Let us begin by showing the FDS property. Of
course FittR(X) = I = AnnR(X). On the other hand, X and X∨ have the same
R-annihilator ideal, so AnnR(X∨) = I . But the Fitting ideal of any module is
contained in its annihilator, so FittR(X∨) ⊂ I .

We now show the 1-FDL property for X . Taking some non-zero-divisor f ∈ I
that annihilates X , we get an exact sequence

0 → Y → R/ f R → X → 0.
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By dualizing this sequence and using an isomorphism (R/ f R)∨ 
 R/ f R (this

comes from the tautological exact sequence 0 → R
× f→ R → R/ f R → 0), we

find a surjective homomorphism R/ f R → Y∨. In particular, Y∨ is a cyclicmodule.
This implies that Y∨ is FDS, in other words Y is FDL. Since Y = X [1] (up to ∼)
by Definition 3.4, this shows that X is 1-FDL.

The statement about direct sums of cyclic modules, instead of a single one, is
an obvious consequence of the multiplicativity of Fitting ideals on direct sums. ��

Now we are able to apply our terminology and results to recover the inclusion
relation (1.1), which was proved in [1] in a much more indirect way. We use the
notation in Sect. 3.1.

Theorem 3.10. The module ClT,−
K is FDL. Equivalently, ClT,−,∨

K is FDS.

Proof. We introduce the module A, P , and C = ClT,−
K as in Sect. 3.1, which occur

in an exact sequence

0 → C → P → A → 0.

By the final statement of Proposition 3.9, the final module A = ⊕
v A−

v is 1-FDL.
Since C = A[1] (up to ∼), this shows that C is FDL, as claimed. ��

4. Module equivalence and syzygies

In this section,we give a characterization of the relation X ∼ Y in terms of syzygies.
This characterization gives an alternative proof of the transitivity of ∼. Moreover,
it is used to describe C/∼ in terms of lattices.

As in the previous section, we assume that R is a Gorenstein ring of finite
dimension. As before, the standard examples are R = Z[G]− or R = Zp[G]. All
modules that occur will be assumed to be finitely generated.

A (finitely generated) R-module L is said to be an R-lattice if we have
ExtiR(L , R) = 0 for any i ≥ 1. Recall the duality given by the functor Ext1R(−, R)

on C. We now have a somewhat similar duality on the category of R-lattices,
given by the functor HomR(−, R). This is indeed a duality since we do have
HomR(HomR(L , R), R) 
 L for any R-lattice L . This property is closely related
to the fact that Ext1R(−, R) defines a duality on C, and established along the way
in the proof of [9, Proposition 3.11], as pointed out in the subsequent remark 3.12
of that paper. In particular, this shows that each R-lattice is torsion-free as an R-
module. In the case where R is a group ring over a Dedekind ring and the lattices
are fractional ideals, this duality is very well known, see for example Theorem 222
in [8].

In the examples R = Z[G]− or R = Zp[G], the R-lattices are exactly the
R-modules without Z-torsion. Moreover, the duality HomR(−, R) is the same as
the Z- or Zp-linear dual.

We write Lat = LatR for the set of all R-lattices modulo isomorphism. We
say that two R-lattices L and L ′ are projectively equivalent if there exist projective
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modules F and F ′ such that L ⊕ F 
 L ′ ⊕ F ′. It is clear that the projective equiv-
alence is actually an equivalence relation. We write Latpe for the set of projective
equivalence classes of R-lattices. Then Latpe has a monoid structure defined by
direct sums.

Definition 4.1. We define a map �0 : C → Latpe as follows. For a module X in C,
we can construct its first syzygy S(X), as the kernel of a surjection from a projective
R-module F onto X . Since X is in C, the module S(X) is an R-lattice by the
definition using the Ext functors. By Schanuel’s lemma, the projective equivalence
class of S(X) does not depend on the choice of the surjection from the projective
module. Therefore, we can define a map �0 : C → Latpe by sending X to the class
of S(X).

A main point of this section is the following.

Theorem 4.2. For two modules X and Y in C, we have the equivalence X ∼ Y if
and only if we have �0(X) = �0(Y ), that is, the first syzygies S(X) and S(Y ) are
projectively equivalent to each other. Therefore, the map �0 induces an injective
homomorphism

� : C/∼ ↪→ Latpe

of monoids.

Proof. First we assume that X ∼ Y and aim at showing �0(X) = �0(Y ). It is
convenient to make use of Proposition 2.5 (i) ⇒ (iii). As a result, we find a module
U in C and homomorphisms φ,ψ as in (iii).

We have the tautological exact sequence 0 → X → U → Cok(φ) → 0. By
the horseshoe lemma, suitable choices can be made for the first syzygies so as to
obtain another short exact sequence

0 → S(X) → S(U ) → S(Cok(φ)) → 0.

Since Cok(φ) is in P , the module S(Cok(φ)) is projective over R. Hence we have
an isomorphism S(U ) 
 S(X) ⊕ S(Cok(φ)) because the displayed short exact
sequence has to split. This shows �0(U ) = �0(X).

In the same way we obtain �0(U ) = �0(Y ). Thus we have �0(X) = �0(Y )

as desired.
Conversely, we assume that S(X) and S(Y ) are projectively equivalent. Then by

adding appropriate projectivemodules to the projectivemodules F and F̃ surjecting
onto X and Y respectively, one achieves that the resulting syzygies S(X) and S(Y )

are in fact isomorphic. So we will assume this from the start; let α : S(X) → S(Y )

be an R-isomorphism.
We take a non-zero-divisor z ∈ R that annihilates X . Then the isomorphism α

can be extended uniquely to an R-monomorphism

β : F → z−1 F̃,
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and themodule z−1 F̃ is again projective.We consider themoduleU = z−1 F̃/S(Y ).
Then we have a commutative diagram

0 S(X)


α

F

β

X 0

0 S(Y ) z−1 F̃ U 0

0 S(Y ) F̃ Y 0.

The cokernel of X ↪→ U is isomorphic to Cok(β), which is in P . Similarly, the
cokernel of Y ↪→ U is isomorphic to z−1 F̃/F̃ 
 F̃/z F̃ , which is also in P .
Therefore, by Proposition 2.5 (iii) ⇒ (i) for instance, we obtain X ∼ Y . ��

Because of Theorem 4.2, it is reasonable to ask for the image of the injective
map � : C/∼ → Latpe. This will be studied in detail in the next section when R is
complete local, but for now we record a general observation.

Lemma 4.3. Let L ∈ Lat be an R-lattice. Then the projective equivalence class of
L is in the image of the injective map � : C/∼ → Latpe if and only if there exists
a projective R-module F such that

Frac(R) ⊗R L 
 Frac(R) ⊗R F.

Proof. If L = S(X) for some X ∈ C, then we have an exact sequence 0 → L →
F → X → 0 with F projective, so the displayed isomorphism holds for this F .
Conversely, if the displayed isomorphism holds for some F , there is a non-zero-
divisor z ∈ R such that L ⊂ z−1F , and then S(z−1F/L) = L . ��

5. Discussion of lattices and examples

In this section, we demand that R is a complete local Gorenstein ring (then the
finiteness of the dimension holds since R is local). Examples include R = Zp[G]
where G is any abelian p-group. The aim of this section is to obtain a concrete
description of the monoid C/∼ via Theorem 4.2.

We begin with describing the monoid Lat of isomorphism classes of R-lattices.
Take a system of representatives (L j ) j∈J of indecomposable R-lattices modulo
isomorphism. For R = Zp[G] this list is finite if and only if G is cyclic of order
1, p or p2. We do not discuss what happens if Zp is replaced by a bigger ring of
p-adic algebraic integers, nor do we go into the cases where the list is not finite but
“tame”. For these matters, we recommend the introduction of the paper [5].

The completeness of R enables us to use a classical result in module theory. In
what follows, we writeNJ for the monoid consisting of elements e = (e j ) j∈J with
natural number values, having only finitely many nonzero entries.
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Theorem 5.1. We have an isomorphism of monoids

N
J 
 Lat

given by sending e = (e j ) j∈J to L(e) = ⊕
j∈J L

e j
j .

Proof. The map is clearly a homomorphism of monoids. The surjectivity is also
standard. We have only to show the injectivity, that is, for e, f ∈ N

J , we have
L(e) 
 L( f ) only if e = f .

We use the theorem of Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya. It says that direct sum
decompositions into indecomposables are unique (up to permutation of the sum-
mands of course), as soon as all the summands have a local endomorphism ring. So
our theorem will be proved if we can show that all L j have a local endomorphism
ring.

So let L be any indecomposable R-lattice. The endomorphism ring A =
EndR(L) is a finite algebra over R. Let J be the Jacobson radical of A. Then
by definition A is local if and only if A/J is a division ring.

Letm be the maximal ideal of R. SincemA ⊂ J andJ /mA is a nilpotent ideal
of A/mA, any idempotent of A/J can be lifted to an idempotent of A/mA. On
the other hand, since R ism-adically complete, A ismA-adically complete, so any
idempotent of A/mA can be in turn lifted to A. However, as L is indecomposable,
the ring A does not have nontrivial idempotents. As a consequence, A/J does not
have nontrivial idempotents.

Since A/J is a finite algebra over the field R/m, it is artinian, so is semisimple.
Then the Wedderburn-Artin theorem implies that A/J is a finite product of matrix
rings over division rings. By the above observation on the idempotents of A/J , we
see that A/J itself must be a division ring. As announced, this achieves the proof
of the theorem. ��

We now need to pass from isomorphism to projective equivalence. Since we
are assuming that R is local, any projective modules are free. Therefore, projective
equivalence is nothing but stable isomorphism. Since R is indecomposable itself,
there is exactly one j0 ∈ J with L j0 
 R. Let J ′ = J \{ j0}. We have the following
variant of the previous theorem:

Theorem 5.2. We have an isomorphism of monoids

N
J ′ 
 Latpe

given by sending e = (e j ) j∈J ′ to the projective equivalence class of L ′(e) =⊕
j∈J ′ L

e j
j .

Proof. Let usfirst show the injectivity. If L ′(e) and L ′( f ) are projectively equivalent
for e, f ∈ N

J ′
, there are a, b ∈ N such that L ′(e) ⊕ Ra 
 L ′( f ) ⊕ Rb. By the

injectivity part of Theorem 5.1, we see that e = f , as desired.
Next we show the surjectivity. For any lattice L ∈ Lat, by the surjectivity part

of Theorem 5.1, there is an element e ∈ N
J such that L(e) 
 L . Letting e′ ∈ N

J ′
be

the projection of e, we have L(e) 
 L ′(e′)⊕ Re j0 . This shows that L is projectively
equivalent to L ′(e′). ��
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From now on, we moreover assume that Frac(R) is a finite product of fields.
This assumption holds for the fundamental examples R = Zp[G] (with G a finite
abelian p-group).

Let� denote the (finite) set of prime ideals of Frac(R). For each R-lattice L , we
define its rank denoted by rankR(L) ∈ N

� as the rank of (the projective module)
Frac(R) ⊗R L over Frac(R). We define

RankR : NJ ′ → N
�

as the monoid homomorphism that sends the standard basis element for j ∈ J ′
(having 1 at position j and 0 elsewhere) to the tuple rankR(L j ).

By Lemma 4.3, the projective equivalence class of L is in the image of� if and
only if rankR(L) is a constant function on �. Therefore, by Theorems 4.2 and 5.2,
we obtain the following.

Proposition 5.3. We have an isomorphism of monoids

C/∼ 
 {e ∈ N
J ′ | RankR(e) ∈ N

� is a constant function on �}.
In other words, C/∼ is isomorphic to the preimage of the diagonal N ⊂ N

� by the
rank map RankR : NJ ′ → N

� .

In particular, since C/∼ can be embedded intoNJ ′
, it has no invertible elements

other than the trivial element. Indeed this was already observed in Lemma 2.7.
We also record a lemma.

Lemma 5.4. In the example R = Zp[G] with G a non-trivial finite abelian p-
group, the homomorphism RankR : NJ ′ → N

� is surjective.

Proof. For each prime ideal P of Frac(R) = Qp[G], we write Qp[G]P for the
localization atP, which is a p-adic field. We define an R-module LP as the image
of the natural map

Zp[G] → Qp[G] → Qp[G]P.

Then LP is an R-lattice since it is Zp-torsion-free, LP �
 R since G is non-trivial,
and rankR(LP) ∈ N

� is the standard basis for P. ��

5.1. An example: R = Zp[Cp]

We illustrate the argument so far in the first nontrivial example, namely, R =
Zp[Cp]withCp the cyclic groupof order p. In this case,wehave a pretty description
of C/∼ .

Proposition 5.5. Let R = Zp[Cp]. Then the monoid C/∼ is isomorphic to N and
the class of the module Fp with trivial Cp-action is a basis of C/∼ .
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Proof. It is well known that there are three indecomposable R-lattices (i.e., #J =
3): L1 = Zp, L2 = Zp[Cp]/(NCp ), and L0 = R. (As usual, we put NCp =∑

σ∈Cp
σ ∈ R.)

Since

Qp[Cp] 
 Qp × Qp(ζp),

where ζp denotes a primitive p-th roots of unity, we have #� = 2. The ranks of
lattices can be described by pairs (a, b) ∈ N

2, where a corresponds to the Qp-
component and b to theQp(ζp)-component. Then the ranks of the indecomposable
lattices L1, L2, and L0 are (1, 0), (0, 1), and (1, 1), respectively. Therefore, by
Proposition 5.3, the monoid C/∼ is isomorphic to

{e = (e1, e2) ∈ N
2 | e1 = e2} 
 N,

where the isomorphism is nothing but the diagonal map. Therefore, C/∼ is isomor-
phic to N as a monoid.

By tracing back the construction of the isomorphism, the basis of C/∼ is the
class of a module in C whose first syzygy is projectively equivalent to L1 ⊕ L2 =
Zp ⊕ Zp[Cp]/(NCp ). Let σ ∈ Cp be a generator. Consider the homomorphisms
L1 → Zp[Cp] and L2 → Zp[Cp] defined as the multiplication by NCp and σ − 1,
respectively. These induces an injective homomorphism L1 ⊕ L2 ↪→ Zp[Cp]
whose cokernel is Zp[Cp]/(NCp , σ − 1) 
 Fp. Therefore, the first syzygy of Fp

is projectively equivalent to L1 ⊕ L2. This completes the proof. ��

5.2. Another example: R = Zp[Cp2 ]

We now take up the case where R = Zp[Cp2 ] with Cp2 cyclic of order p
2. We will

not give complete answers, but the material we assemble here will be used again
in Sect. 6 later.

We have an isomorphism of algebras

Qp[Cp2 ] 
 Qp × Qp(ζp) × Qp(ζp2),

so #� = 3. So the rank of any lattice is a triple of numbers; the positions in the
triple correspond to the decomposition just given.

Here it is a nontrivial result of integral representation theory that the set J has
4p+ 1 elements (this holds for p = 2 as well). We use the complete description of
indecomposable lattices given on p.736 in [3]. It consists of five lines. The first line
lists five modules explicitly. The other lines give parametrized lists of lattices, with
the precise range of the parameter in each case; to understand the exact meaning
one has to delve fairly deep into the constructions that precede the listing, but we
do not need those details here, being just interested in the ranks; in lines 2 to 5 the
rank does not depend on the parameter value, fortunately. The ranks are as follows:

(i) First line: (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1);
(ii) second line (p values of the parameter): (1, 1, 1);
(iii) third line (p − 2 values): (2, 1, 1);
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(iv) fourth line (p − 1 values): (0, 1, 1);
(v) fifth line (p − 1 values): (1, 1, 1).

The exceptional indecomposable lattice R is one of the lattices in the second
line. So J ′ has cardinality 4p, and Latpe is the free commutative monoid on 4p
generators.

Now we have a concrete description of the homomorphism RankR : NJ ′ →
N

� . Let us write P ⊂ N
J ′
for the preimage of the diagonal N ⊂ N

� by RankR .
Then Proposition 5.3 says that C/∼ is isomorphic to P as a monoid. The rest of
this subsection is devoted to investigating the monoid P .

It is not obvious how to give a precise enumeration of the elements of the
submonoid P; the map RankR is a little too complex for this. A few things can be
said (we omit the pretty easy arguments), for all rings R considered in this section.
For every commutative monoid M which satisfies the cancellation property there
exist a minimal embedding into an abelian group A(M) (this is the solution of a
universal problem, so A is a functor). This concept behaves well with respect to
our constructions, so A(P) is the preimage of the diagonal embedding of Z under
the group homomorphism

A(RankR) : A(NJ ′
) = Z

J ′ → A(N�) = Z
�.

In the concrete example R = Zp[Cp2 ], Lemma 5.4 implies that this homomor-
phism is surjective, so the Z-rank of A(C/∼ ) is equal to

#J ′ − (#� − 1) = 4p − 2.

So the best we can say in the example is: The commutative monoid P spans a free
abelian group of rank 4p − 2, and it is isomorphic to a submonoid of N4p.

We close this section by showing that the commutative monoid P cannot be
free. For this we need a little bit of terminology.

Definition 5.6. Let M be a commutative monoid such that the neutral element 0 is
the unique invertible element. An element x of M is said to be irreducible if

• x �= 0, and
• x = y + z implies that either y = 0 or z = 0.

Let us write Irr(M) for the set of irreducible elements of M .

Lemma 5.7. Let M be a commutative monoid such that there exists a homomor-
phism f : M → N such that f −1(0) = {0}. Note that this assumption implies that
the neutral element 0 is the unique invertible element. Then Irr(M) is the smallest
set of generators of M, i.e.,

(1) Irr(M) generates M, and
(2) any set of generators of M contains Irr(M).

Proof. (1) We show that every x ∈ M is in the monoid generated by Irr(M), by
using the induction on f (x). If f (x) = 0, by assumption we have x = 0, so the
claim is trivial. Take any x ∈ M with x �= 0. If x is irreducible, then x ∈ Irr(M),
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so the claim is clear. Otherwise, we can write x = y + z with y, z �= 0. Then
f (x) = f (y) + f (z) and f (y), f (z) �= 0, so we have f (y), f (z) < f (x). By the
induction hypothesis, we see y, z are in the monoid generated by Irr(M). Then so
is x = y + z.

(2) Let S be any set of generators of M . Then every element x ∈ M must be
written as x = x1 + · · · + xt with xi ∈ S. If x ∈ Irr(M), by removing 0 terms, we
have x = x1 ∈ S. ��

Note that Lemma 5.7 does not say anything on the finiteness of Irr(M). For
instance, when M is the submonoid of N2 defined by

M = {(a, b) ∈ N
2 | b ≥ 1} ∪ {(0, 0)},

then we have Irr(M) = {(a, b) ∈ M | b = 1}, which is infinite.
We go back to the monoid C/∼ 
 P in the case G = Cp2 . Since P is a

submonoid of N4p, we see the existence of a map f : P → N as in the lemma
(just send every 4p-tuple of natural numbers to its sum). Our task is to determine
Irr(P).

Lemma 5.8. The monoid P has exactly p2 + p + 1 irreducible elements.

Proof. We have already referred to the classification of the irreducible R =
Zp[Cp2 ]-lattices; this is a list consisting of five lines, the first consisting of five
isolated cases, and the other lines giving one parametrized family each. Every
entry has a triple of numbers attached to it, giving its rank function. Many of the
lattices in the list are not full, i.e. have non-constant rank; so in order to obtain
irreducible elements of P one also has to consider combinations.

We will show that the irreducible elements of P are exactly those whose ranks
are computed as follows (each summand coming from an irreducible lattice):

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(a) (1, 0, 0) + (0, 1, 0) + (0, 0, 1) = (1, 1, 1)

(b) (0, 1, 0) + (1, 0, 1) = (1, 1, 1)

(c) (1, 1, 0) + (0, 0, 1) = (1, 1, 1)

(d) (1, 1, 1)

(e) (1, 0, 0) + (0, 1, 1) = (1, 1, 1)

( f ) (2, 1, 1) + (0, 1, 0) + (0, 0, 1) = (2, 2, 2)

(g) (2, 1, 1) + (0, 1, 1) = (2, 2, 2)

(h) (1, 1, 0) + (1, 0, 1) + (0, 1, 1) = (2, 2, 2).

All these elements are irreducible, since no proper partial summation gives a con-
stant rank. Before showing that this gives a complete list of irreducible elements,
let us count the number.

The cases (a)(b)(c) come from the modules in line (i), and these yield one
irreducible element each, giving three elements. The case (d) is from lines (ii) and
(v), and this yields (p − 1) + (p − 1) = 2p − 2 elements; we have to remove the
module R from (ii) as we are working in Latpe, so we remove one entry from line
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(ii). The case (e) is from (i) and (iv), yielding p − 1 elements. The case (f) yields
p − 2 elements. The case (g) yields (p − 2)(p − 1) = p2 − 3p + 2 elements. The
case (h) yields one element. In total, we obtain

1 + 1 + 1 + (2p − 2) + (p − 1) + (p − 2) + (p2 − 3p + 2) + 1 = p2 + p + 1.

It remains to show that the above list of irreducible elements of P is complete.
Let x ∈ P be an irreducible element, and write x = x1 + · · · + xt (t ≥ 1) in the
larger monoidNJ ′

with x1, . . . , xt corresponding to indecomposable modules. The
irreducibility of x says that no proper partial sum of x1+· · ·+ xt has constant rank.
If the rank of x1 is (1, 1, 1), we must have x = x1, so the claim holds. Otherwise,
by symmetry, we may assume that the rank of x1 is either (1, 0, 0) or (1, 1, 0) (the
case (2, 1, 1) is essentially the same as the case (1, 0, 0)).

Suppose first that the rank of x1 is (1, 0, 0). Then, by changing the labels, we
may suppose that the rank (a, b, c) of x2 satisfies a < b. This forces that the rank
of x2 is either (0, 1, 0) or (0, 1, 1). If the rank of x2 is (0, 1, 1), then we must have
x = x1 + x2, so the claim holds. Let us consider the case where the rank of x2 is
(0, 1, 0). Then, again by changing the labels, wemay suppose that the rank (a, b, c)
of x3 satisfies b < c, which means the rank is either (0, 0, 1) or (1, 0, 1). If the rank
of x3 is (0, 0, 1), then we must have x = x1 + x2 + x3, so the claim holds. If the
rank of x3 is (1, 0, 1), then the rank of x2 + x3 is constant, which contradicts the
assumption.

The case where the rank of x1 is (1, 1, 0) can be dealt with in a similar way.
We may suppose that the rank of x2 is either (0, 0, 1) or (1, 0, 1). In the former
case, we have x = x1 + x2. In the latter case, we may suppose that the rank of x3
is (0, 1, 1), and then x = x1 + x2 + x3.

This completes the proof of the lemma. ��
We can now prove that P is not free. We know that the rank of A(P) is 4p− 2.

On the other hand, for any a > 0 it is rather obvious that the number of irreducible
elements ofNa is exactly a. Indeed, an element is irreducible if and only if it belongs
to the standard “basis”. So if P were free, we would have #Irr(P) = 4p − 2; but
we have shown #Irr(P) = p2 + p + 1, which is larger than 4p − 2 for all p ≥ 2.

In conclusion we remark that it is natural to ask, for any finite abelian group G,
which classes in C/∼ are actually realized by minus class groups (i.e. the module
ClT,−

K in Sect. 3.1) of suitable field extensions. ForG = Cp we think that all classes
are realizable, but already for G = Cp2 we guess that this is not the case. However
this appears to be a difficult question, which invites further inquiry.

6. Equivalence, cohomology, and Fitting ideals

Even though the previous section leads to a kind of understanding of equivalence
of modules, this is not the last word since it is very hard in practice to decompose
lattices into indecomposable ones. We look out for “shadows” of equivalence, that
is, standard constructions for which it is easy to see that they give the same result on
equivalentmodules.Wewill find twokinds of this: suitable cohomology groups, and
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the R-Fitting ideal. The guiding question will then be whether these constructions,
taken together, are sensitive enough to nail down a specific equivalence class. It
seems that the answer in general is No.

For simplicity we suppose R = Zp[G] for a finite abelian p-group G.

6.1. Cohomological equivalence

Let U be any subgroup of G. We will use Tate cohomology Hq(U,−) for varying
q ∈ Z, omitting the hat over H in degree 0, since the “usual” H0 never occurs.
There is the following basic lemma; the proof is absolutely straightforward, but let
us give it for completeness. We denote the category of finite Zp[U ]-modules by
CU .
Lemma 6.1. If X and Y are equivalent R-modules, then for any q ∈ Z, the G/U-
modules Hq(U, X) and Hq(U,Y ) are isomorphic in CG/U (not just equivalent).

Proof. Let M be a sandwich whose filling is X . Since the other two filtration
quotients (top and bottom) satisfy pdZp[G] ≤ 1, they also satisfy pdZp[U ] ≤ 1,
as every projective resolution of a module over Zp[G] at once gives a projective
resolution of that module over Zp[U ]. So the surjection M ′′ → M ′′/M ′ = X
induces an isomorphism in U -cohomology, and so does the injection M ′′ → M .
Putting this together we obtain Hq(U, M) 
 Hq(U, X). Repeating this argument
for a sandwich N with filling Y and such that M 
 N in CG , we arrive at the desired
conclusion. ��

This lemma gives a family of monoid homomorphisms

Fq
U : C/∼ → (CG/U )/
, [M] �→ Hq(U, M)

indexed by q ∈ Z and the subgroups U of G; we will omit U = 1 because it
cannot deliver anything nontrivial.We define two R-modules to be cohomologically
equivalent if they give the same images under Fq

U for all q and U . If G is cyclic,
then so are all U ; all cohomology is 2-periodic and we may restrict q to the values
0 and 1.

For the case G = Cp, in Sect. 5.1, we have shown an isomorphism C/∼ 
 N

and [Fp] affords a basis element. It is easy to compute

H0(G,F⊕m
p ) 
 F

⊕m
p .

Therefore, the homomorphismF0
G from C/∼ is injective, so for the groupG = Cp,

the notions of “cohomological equivalence” and “equivalence” of modules actually
coincide.

Let us focus on the case G = Cp2 (the cyclic group of order p2). Then we
only have two subgroups G and Gp different from 1, and therefore two modules
are cohomologically equivalent if and only if they are sent to the same tuple by the
quadruple of maps

(F0
G,F1

G ,F0
Gp ,F1

Gp ).
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One can analyze the ranges of these four maps further. For U = G, the quotient
G/U is trivial, and all possible G-cohomology modules are annihilated by p2. The
set of isomorphic classes of the subcategory of CG/U = Zp-Mod formed by the
modules annihilated by p2 is, as a monoid under direct sum, isomorphic to N2, the
two basis elements corresponding to the classes of Z/pZ and Z/p2Z.

For U = Gp, a similar analysis is possible. Here all U -cohomology is anni-
hilated by p, and G/U is cyclic of order p. Thus, we are concerned with finite
Fp[G/U ]-modules. The ring Fp[G/U ] can be identified with a truncated poly-
nomial ring T = Fp[t]/(t p); it is artinian and uniserial, and all finite modules
decompose essentially uniquely into sums of modules T/(t i ), for i = 1, . . . , p.
Therefore the submonoid of CG/U/
 formed by the isomorphism classes of all
modules annihilated by p is isomorphic to Np, the free commutative monoid on p
generators. Taking all this together, we can view the above quadruple of maps as a
map

F∗
G = (F0

G,F1
G ,F0

Gp ,F1
Gp ) : C/∼ → N

2 × N
2 × N

p × N
p.

We can say already now that this map cannot be injective, at least for p > 3. (By
the way it is not surjective either.) Reason: If it were injective, then the induced
map A(C/∼) = A(P) → Z

2p+4 would also be injective; but this is impossible
since A(P) is a free abelian group of rank 4p − 2, which is larger than 2p + 4.
In other words we may conclude that our equivalence is finer than cohomological
equivalence.

6.2. Fitting equivalence

We go back to the more general case where R = Zp[G]withG an abelian p-group.
We recall that C = CG is the category of finite R-modules.

It is clear that the Fitting ideal itself cannot be constant on equivalence classes
of modules (take a c.t. module, and the zero module). However this is easily fixed.

Let 	 be the commutative monoid of fractional ideals of R which are full, seen
as lattices (equivalently: contain a non-zero-divisor). Two such ideals I and J are
isomorphic as R-modules if and only if there is a full fractional ideal x R such that
J = x I . (Take any R-isomorphism φ : I → J and base-change it from R to
Frac(R) = Qp[G]; this results in an automorphism of the Qp[G]-module Qp[G],
and all such automorphisms are given as multiplication by an appropriate unit x of
Qp[G].) Let 	 denote the factor monoid of 	 modulo the relation “isomorphism”.
This is a sort of “class monoid” of R; we must not expect a class group in this
context.

Note that as a set, 	 may be seen as a part of Lat; but the reader should be
aware that the multiplication is totally different now. We already noted that the
Fitting ideals of equivalent R-modules differ by a principal fractional ideal. Hence
the map

FittR : C/∼ → 	, [X ] �→ [FittR(X)]
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is a well-defined homomorphism of monoids. We call two modules M, N ∈ C
Fitting-equivalent if they have the same image under FittR . Our guiding questions
are: What does it mean for two modules to be Fitting-equivalent? What does it
mean for them to be cohomologically equivalent and Fitting-equivalent at the same
time?

We recall that as a set, 	 is just the set of lattices of constant rank 1, modulo
isomorphism, so it is an explicitly given subset of Lat. This subset can be determined
if we know the set (L j ) j∈J of indecomposable modules and their ranks. However
the monoid structure of 	 does not seem easy to determine. We will examine this
more closely for G cyclic of order p and then cyclic of order p2. It can be shown
(and is presumably well known) that 	 is finite for every G; but we will not need
this general information, since we will actually calculate the cardinality of 	 for
our examples. For another general observation, note that [R] is the neutral element
of 	 and [0] is the neutral element of C/∼ ; we also can see this neutral element as
the class of all c.t. modules.

Proposition 6.2. The preimage of the trivial class [R] under the map FittR is just
the one-element set {[0]}. In other words, for X ∈ C, FittR(X) is a principal ideal
if and only if X is a c.t. module. In particular, the map FittR determines whether a
module is c.t. or not.

Proof. This is shown by Cornacchia and the first author [2, Proposition 4]. ��
Now let us study the case G = Cp. There is an embedding of algebras

Zp[Cp] ↪→ Zp × Zp[ζp],
which induces an isomorphism Qp[Cp] 
 Qp × Qp[ζp]. A generator σ of Cp is
sent to ζp in the right component, and the kernel ofZp[Cp] → Zp[ζp] is generated
by the norm element.

Recall that there are exactly three indecomposable R-modules up to isomor-
phism:

L0 = R = Zp[Cp], L1 = Zp, L2 = Zp[Cp]/(NCp ).

We have deduced from this at the beginning of Sect. 5.1 that C/∼ is isomorphic to
N, with generator [Fp].

Concerning the structure of 	, we obtain:

Proposition 6.3. When G = Cp, the monoid 	 consists of two elements ω0, ω1
where ω0 is the neutral element and ω2

1 = ω1. In other words, we have an isomor-
phism of monoids 	 
 N/N>0, where N/N>0 denotes the quotient monoid.

Proof. The above discussion shows

	 
 {L ∈ Lat | rankR(L) = (1, 1)} = {L0, L1 ⊕ L2}.
This says that 	 has only two elements ω0, ω1, corresponding to L0 and L1 ⊕ L2
respectively. Concretely, ω0 is represented by R, and ω1 by Zp × Zp[Cp]/(NCp ).
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In other words, ω0 is the neutral element (the class of principal ideals) and ω1 is
the class of non-principal ideals.

The fractional ideal I = Zp × Zp[Cp]/(NCp ) satisfies I 2 = I , so we have
ω2
1 = ω1. Note: ω1 is represented by any non-principal ideal I , e.g., by I =

Ker(Zp[Cp] → Fp), but for such a choice we would need some computation to
show I 2 ∼ I . ��

We observe that both elements of 	 are idempotent; this is explained by the
fact that both of them can be represented by a fractional ideal which is at the same
time a subring of Qp[G]. For ω0, this is R (isomorphic to M0); for ω1, the given
representative is isomorphic to the maximal order in Qp[G].
Proposition 6.4. When G = Cp, the map FittR : C/∼ → 	 = {ω0, ω1} sends
c.t. modules to ω0 and all other modules to ω1.

Proof. This follows fromProposition 6.2. Alternatively, wemay use the description
of C/∼ for G = Cp: C/∼ is a free monoid with basis Fp. We have FittR(Fp) = ω1
by a simple computation. Then, for any m ≥ 1, we have

FittR(F⊕m
p ) = FittR(Fp)

m = ωm
1 = ω1.

This shows the proposition. ��
The situation can be illustrated by the following little diagram:

C/∼ 


FittR

N

N/N>0

Here, the upper horizontal isomorphism is reviewed above, the right vertical arrow
is the natural projection, and we identify 	 
 N/N>0. In a nutshell, the map
FittR only determines whether a module is c.t. or not; it cannot give any further
information.

Now let G = Cp2 . We then have

Qp[Cp2 ] 
 Qp × Qp(μp) × Qp(μp2),

so the ranks of lattices are represented by triples (a, b, c) ∈ N
3. Recall our list

(five lines, 4p + 1 entries) of indecomposable lattices from Sect. 5.2; we did not
describe the entries in any detail, but we did give the rank vector for each entry.

Proposition 6.5. When G = Cp2 , the cardinality of 	 is 3p + 1.

Proof. By our observation that 	 can be thought of as the subset of Lat defined
by the condition that the rank is (1, 1, 1), we only have to count the number of
possibilities of combining some indecomposable lattices, such that the sum of the
rank vectors is (1, 1, 1). We obtain

	 = p + (p − 1) + (p − 1) × 1 + 3 = 3p + 1.
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The first term p comes from line (ii); the second term (p − 1) from (v); the third
term (p − 1) × 1 from (iv), as the remaining (1, 0, 0) must be the first module in
(i); the final 3 from those combinations involving only modules from line (i):

(1, 0, 0) + (0, 1, 0) + (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0) + (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0) + (0, 0, 1).

��
It seems quite hard to determine the monoid structure of 	 in this case; we

have not tried to do this completely. For similar reasons as in the case G = Cp

one expects various idempotent elements, but contrary to that earlier case, it seems
that no longer all elements are idempotent. It is easy to see that there cannot be any
invertible elements apart from the neutral element. This is all we can say at present.

Now we recall the four-component map F∗
G : C/∼ → N

2p+4 considered in
Sect. 6.1, arising from taking 0th and first cohomology, over G and over its unique
proper subgroup Gp. We already know that this map cannot be injective in general.
We now “improve” themap, by also taking Fitting invariants into account. Consider
the monoid homomorphism

(F0
G,F1

G ,F0
Gp ,F1

Gp ,FittR) : C/∼ → N
2 × N

2 × N
p × N

p × 	.

The final goal of this section is:

Proposition 6.6. This map is not injective, as long as p > 3.

Proof. As seen before by comparing ranks of abelian groups, the map F∗
G =

(F0
G,F1

G ,F0
Gp ,F1

Gp ) is not injective. Since	 is finite byProposition 6.5, so loosely
speaking “it has rank zero”, it appears that we are already very close to the desired
result. Indeed, and more precisely, it is enough to use the next lemma. ��
Lemma 6.7. Let M, N , L be commutative monoids. Suppose:

• M is cancellative and the abelian group A(M) associated to M is of rank a.
• N is a submonoid of Nb with a > b.
• The cardinality of L is finite.

Then there are no injective homomorphisms M → N × L.

Proof. Let f : M → N × L be any homomorphism, and write f = ( f1, f2) with
f1 : M → N and f2 : M → L . We will show that f is not injective.

The homomorphism f1 induces a homomorphism f1 : A(M) → A(N ). By
comparing the ranks, the induced homomorphism cannot be injective, so we have
infinitely many distinct elements x1, x2, · · · ∈ A(M) such that f1(xi ) = 0 for
i ≥ 1. In particular, we use the (#L + 1) elements x1, . . . , x#L+1.

By the definition of A(M), there exists an element y ∈ M such that

x1 + y, . . . , x#L+1 + y ∈ M.

Then f1(xi ) = 0 for all i implies that f1(xi + y) = f1(y) for all i . Moreover, by
the pigeonhole principle, there exists a pair 1 ≤ i < j ≤ #L + 1 such that

f2(xi + y) = f2(x j + y)

in L . Therefore, we have f (xi + y) = f (x j + y), so f is not injective.
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7. Categorical interpretation

In this section, we construct a category D whose objects are finitely generated
torsion modules (the same as C) but the morphisms are different from those of C.
An important property is that two modules are isomorphic in D if and only if they
are equivalent in the sense ofDefinition 2.3(b). Therefore,D gives a nice categorical
manifestation of our notion of module equivalence.

We construct the categoryD, following the standard construction of the derived
category of complexes. Indeed, we first construct a kind of homotopy categoryH,
and then defineD as the localization ofH with respect to a class of morphisms that
correspond to the quasi-isomorphisms for complexes.

We suppose that R is a Gorenstein ring whose Krull dimension is finite. Let
P ⊂ C be the categories discussed in earlier sections.

7.1. Homotopy category

We first introduce a homotopy categoryH of finitely generated torsion R-modules.
The definition below is verymuch inspired by the homotopy theory for modules

over a general noetherian ring �, initiated by Eckmann and Hilton and used by
Jannsen [7]. Let us briefly review this material. A homomorphism f : X → Y of
finitely generated �-modules is said to be homotopic to zero (and we write f 
 0)
if the induced homomorphism f ∗ : Exti�(Y, M) → Exti�(X, M) is the zero map
for any �-module M and any i ≥ 1 ([7, Proposition 1.2(a)]). Then the homotopy
category is defined as the categorywhose objects are finitely generatedmodules and
whosemorphisms areHom�(X,Y )/{ f 
 0}. From our perspective, this homotopy
theory of modules provides a technique to “ignore” projective modules in some
sense. In fact, every finitely generated projective module F is isomorphic to the
zero module in the homotopy category. This is because we have Exti�(F, M) = 0
for any module M and any i ≥ 1.

As our equivalence ∼ is likewise a technique to ignore modules in P , it is now
reasonable to develop an analogous homotopy theory. In short: while the original
theory studies the class of finitely generated modules and ignores projective ones,
we study the class C and ignore the subclass P .

Lemma 7.1. A module X in C satisfies X ∈ P if and only if, for i � 0 (all but
finitely many i ≥ 0), we have

ExtiR(X, M) = 0

for any R-module M. (Note that this vanishing actually holds for any i ≥ 2, but
for later use it will be useful to formulate this as i � 0.)

Proof. The vanishing is equivalent to pdR(X) < ∞; and given that X ∈ C, [9,
Lemma 3.2] can be applied to yield pdR(X) ≤ 1. ��

These observations motivate the following.
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Definition 7.2. Let f : X → Y be a homomorphism of modules in C. We say f is
P-zero if, for i � 0, the induced homomorphism

f ∗ : ExtiR(Y, M) → ExtiR(X, M)

is the zero map for any R-module M .
We define a category H whose objects are the same as C and the morphisms

are given by

HomH(X,Y ) = HomR(X,Y )/{ f is P-zero}.
It is easy to see that H is an additive category.

For instance, any module P ∈ P is isomorphic to the zero module in the
category H.

Remark 7.3. Let us consider the case where R = Zp[G]with a finite abelian group
G. Then we have another characterization ofP: a module X in C is inP if and only
if X is cohomologically trivial (c.t.), that is, we have

Hq(H, X) = 0

for any subgroup H of G and any q ∈ Z. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider the
following variant of a homotopy category. We say a homomorphism f : X → Y
is cohomologically zero (c.zero) if the induced homomorphism

f∗ : Hq(H, X) → Hq(H,Y )

is the zero map for any subgroup H of G and any q ∈ Z. We define a variant of the
homotopy category by defining the morphisms by

HomR(X,Y )/{ f is c.zero}.
We do not use this homotopy category in this paper.

7.2. P-isomorphic homomorphisms

We introduce a notion that corresponds to being quasi-isomorphic for morphisms
between complexes.

Definition 7.4. Let f : X → Y be a homomorphism of modules in C. We say f is
P-isomorphic if, for i � 0, the induced homomorphism

f ∗ : ExtiR(Y, M) → ExtiR(X, M)

is an isomorphism for any R-module M .

Lemma 7.5. Let f : X → Y be a homomorphism of modules in C.
(1) When f is surjective, we have Ker( f ) ∈ P if and only if f is P-isomorphic.
(2) When f is injective, we have Cok( f ) ∈ P if and only if f is P-isomorphic.
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Proof. This is seen by the long exact sequence associated to 0 → Ker( f ) → X
f→

Y → 0 or 0 → X
f→ Y → Cok( f ) → 0. Here the formulation using i � 0 plays

a role. ��
Using this terminology, we can extend Proposition 2.5 as follows.

Proposition 7.6. For modules X and Y in C, the following are equivalent:

(i) We have the equivalence X ∼ Y .
(ii) There exist a module Z in C and surjective homomorphisms f : Z → X and

g : Z → Y such that both Ker( f ) and Ker(g) are in P .
(ii’) There exist amodule Z inC andP-isomorphisms f : Z → X and g : Z → Y .
(iii) There exist a module U in C and injective homomorphisms f : X → U and

g : Y → U such that both Cok( f ) and Cok(g) are in P .
(iii’) There exist a module U in C and P-isomorphisms f : X → U and g : Y →

U.

Proof. (i) ⇔ (ii) is nothing but Proposition 2.5. (ii) ⇒ (ii’) is clear from Lemma
7.5. To show (ii’) ⇒ (ii), let us take an auxiliary module P ∈ P and surjective
homomorphisms P → X and P → Y . By taking the direct sum with the given f
and g, we obtain surjective homomorphisms f ′ : P⊕Z → X and g′ : P⊕Z → Y .
Since f and g are P-isomorphic and P ∈ P , we see that f ′ and g′ are also P-
isomorphic. Then (ii) follows, thanks to Lemma 7.5 again.

In a similar way one proves the equivalence of (iii) and (iii’) with (ii), using
that R is Gorenstein, and invoking duality. ��
Corollary 7.7. If there exists a P-isomorphism X → Y between modules in C,
then we have X ∼ Y . Moreover, ∼ is the finest equivalence relation on C such that
X ∼ Y as long as there exists a P-isomorphism X → Y .

Proof. If f : X → Y is a P-isomorphism, then using Proposition 7.6(ii’) ⇒ (i),
we see that X ∼ Y . Conversely, if X ∼ Y , then by Proposition 7.6(i) ⇒ (ii) we can
take P-isomorphisms Z → X and Z → Y , so the last assertion holds. ��
Example 7.8. Here is an example for which we have X ∼ Y but there does not
exist a P-isomorphism X → Y or Y → X . Let R = Zp[Cp], where Cp is a cyclic
group of order p. Let us take X = Z/pZ and Y = Z/p2Z with trivial Cp-actions.

• By the discussion of Sect. 6.1, saying that X ∼ Y is tantamount to saying that
the orders of the Tate cohomology groups are the same for X and for Y (note
that these orders are the same in all degrees q, since we have a cyclic group, and
the Herbrand quotient of finite modules is one). We can quite easily compute

H0(Cp,Z/pnZ) = (Z/pnZ)/p(Z/pnZ) 
 Z/pZ

for any n ≥ 1. Therefore, we have X ∼ Y .
• Let us suppose that there exists a P-isomorphism f : Z/pZ → Z/p2Z. Since
Z/pZ is not in P , the homomorphism f cannot be zero, so f is injective.
Then the cokernel of f must be isomorphic to Z/pZ, which is not in P . This
contradicts Lemma 7.5.

• Similarly we can show that there is no P-isomorphism Z/p2Z → Z/pZ.
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7.3. Derived category

Let S denote the family of all P-isomorphisms in H. Note that being a P-
isomorphism is stable under adding P-zero homomorphisms, so this notion makes
sense in the category H.

We will localize the categoryH by S. In order to do that, we have to check that
S is a multiplicative system (also known as a localizing set). Being a multiplicative
system means (in an additive category) the following three conditions (a), (b), and
(c).

(a) If f : X → Y and g : Y → Z are both in S, then g f : X → Z is also in S.
(b) Given either of the two diagrams

Z

s

X
f

Y

or W
g

t

Z

X

with s or t is in S, we can complete it to a commutative diagram

W
g

t

Z

s

X
f

Y

with t or s is in S, respectively.
(c) For any morphism f : X → Y , there exist an object Z and a morphism

s : Y → Z in S such that s f = 0 if and only if there exist an object W and a
morphism t : W → X in S such that f t = 0.

Now we check that the family S of P-isomorphisms satisfies these three con-
ditions.

Proposition 7.9. The family S is a multiplicative system of the category H.

Proof. We have to check the three conditions (a), (b), and (c).
(a) The composite map of two P-isomorphisms is clearly again P-isomorphic,

so (a) holds.
(c) Let f be any morphism in H. If there exists either s in S with s f = 0 or t

in S with f t = 0, then we immediately see that f is P-zero, namely f = 0 in H.
This establishes (c).

(b) We only discuss the case where a diagram X
f−→ Y

s←− Z is given. The
other case can be shown by reversing arrows and dualizing all concepts (replacing
surjective by injective and pull-back by push-out).

The basic idea to construct the diagram is to reduce to the case where s is
surjective and to make use of the pull-back diagram. However, being surjective is
not well-defined in the category H, so for a while we regard the P-isomorphism
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s : Z → Y and a homomorphism f : X → Y as morphisms in C instead of
H. Let us take a module P ∈ P and a surjective homomorphism h : P → Y .
Then, combining h and s, we can construct s′ : Z ⊕ P → Y , which is a surjective
P-isomorphism. Precisely, writing pr1 : Z ⊕ P → Z and pr2 : Z ⊕ P → P for
the projections, we define

s′ = s ◦ pr1 + h ◦ pr2.

Now we can construct a diagram

W
g′

t

Z ⊕ P

s′

pr1
Z

s

X
f

Y

where W , t , and g′ are defined so that the left square is the pull-back diagram in C.
Caution: the right triangle is not necessarily commutative in C.

Since s′ is a surjective P-isomorphism, so is t (see Lemma 7.5 and use the
isomorphism Ker(t) 
 Ker(s′)). We define g = pr1 ◦ g′ : W → Z . Then it
only remains to show that the right triangle is commutative in H (not in C). The
commutativity can be rephrased as s′ − s ◦ pr1 : Z ⊕ P → Y is P-zero. By the
displayed definition of s′, we have s′ − s ◦ pr1 = h ◦ pr2, so this morphism factors
through the module P ∈ P . Therefore, this morphism is P-zero. ��

Thanks to this proposition, we can define the desired category D as follows.

Definition 7.10. Wedefine the derived categoryD as the localizationD = H[S−1].
For later use, it is useful to review how to construct the localization. The objects

ofH[S−1] are nothing but the objects ofH. The set of morphisms inH[S−1] from
X to Y is defined as

HomH[S−1](X,Y ) = lim−→
s:X ′→X

HomH(X ′,Y ),

where s : X ′ → X runs over morphisms in S, the limit is taken with respect to
morphisms h : X ′′ → X ′ such that sh = s′ for s : X ′ → X and s′ : X ′′ → X ,
and the associated transition map HomH(X ′,Y ) → HomH(X ′′,Y ) is given by
f �→ f h. Therefore, a morphism in H[S−1] is represented by (X ′, s, f ), where
X ′ is an object, s : X ′ → X is in S, and f : X ′ → Y is a morphism inH.

The identity morphism inH[S−1] of X is represented by (X, idX , idX ) : X →
X . It is easy to see that a morphism (X ′, s, f ) : X → X also represents the identity
morphism if and only if we have s = f .

The composition of twomorphisms (X ′, s, f ) : X → Y and (Y ′, t, g) : Y → Z
is defined as follows. By the property (b), we can find an object X ′′, a morphism
u : X ′′ → X ′ in S, and a morphism h : X ′′ → Y ′ such that th = f u. Then the
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composition is defined as (X ′′, su, gh) : X → Z . The situation is illustrated by
the following diagram

X ′′ h

u

Y ′

t

g
Z

X ′
f

s

Y

X.

The main and final result of this section is the following.

Theorem 7.11. Let X,Y be modules in C. Then X ∼ Y if and only if X and Y are
isomorphic in D.

Proof. First assume X ∼ Y . By Proposition 7.6, we find a module Z and P-
isomorphisms f : Z → X and g : Z → Y (whichwemay assume to be surjective).
By the very construction, f and g become isomorphisms in D, so X is isomorphic
to Y in D via g f −1.

The other implication is a little trickier. We assume X and Y to be isomorphic
inD. So we have morphisms (X ′, s, f ) : X → Y and (Y ′, t, g) : Y → X such that
their composition, both ways, is identity in D.

Let us first consider (s, f ) followed by (t, g). Then we may use the above
diagram with Z replaced by X . Since the morphism (X ′′, su, gh) is to be identity
in D, we must have gh = su, so we have gh is in S. In particular, g is onto and
h is monic on Ext. (This is abuse of language for saying that these maps induce
onto and monic homomorphisms respectively after applying Exti (−, M) for any
i ≥ 0 and any R-module M). Using the commutative square, we see that the second
statement also transfers to give: f is monic on Ext.

Now we reverse the roles. This produces that f is onto on Ext and g is monic
on Ext. Taken together, this gives that both f and g are P-isomorphisms. Since s
and t were P-isomorphisms, by Proposition 7.6, we may conclude that X ∼ Y . ��
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